Keynote sessions

Hear from today's brightest minds in keynotes, roadmap
sessions, Trends & Directions talks and speaker chats.

Arvind Krishna
IBM

Dr. Darío Gil
IBM

The world's platform for digital
transformation

The hard tech revolutionizing
computing - a guided journey

Join IBM Chairman and CEO
Arvind Krishna as he shares his
vision of the future of
technology. Arvind will discuss
how the agility of hybrid cloud
and the intelligence of AI are
accelerating digital
transformation, and how
companies in every industry
can build a stronger digital
foundation to reinvent the way
they do business and engage
the world.

Join Dario Gil, SVP and Director
of IBM Research, on a guided
journey into IBM's famed
Research Labs to discover the
hard tech creating and scaling
the fundamental elements of
computing. Explore the limits of
what is possible with technology
and its impact for business and
society.

Session 2293

Session 2294

Daniel Hernandez & Madhu Kochar
IBM
Predict outcomes, navigate disruption
and thrive with hybrid cloud and AI
Eight out of ten companies believe their
experience with COVID-19 underscored
digital immaturity, and 96% plan to
speed reinvention by five years. AI for
business is essential as part of
reinvention. In this session, you'll learn
how companies are using our
prescriptive approach to put AI to work.

Session 2295

Rob Thomas, Annette Brooks &
Amy Wright
IBM
Achieving revenue growth through
transformation, automation, and
scalable AI
Leaders face one universal truth: they
need digital technologies to deliver
value and innovations to customers.
Automation solutions and AI tools that
require little-to-no coding are poised to
speed organizations' digital
transformations by helping them
enhance offerings, anticipate customer
needs, and manage assets in the office
or field.

Session 2299

Session 2299
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Mary O’Brien,
Tom Rosamilia & Haidy PerezFrancis
IBM
Put security everywhere, so you can put
trust everywhere
Trust is the currency of business and the
fuel of innovation. Building trust means
infusing security into every service,
operation and transaction, every time.
Through a zero trust framework, you can
deliver reliable experiences that
customers and employees demand,
insulating assets and data from
compromise with transparency and speed
when things go wrong.

Session 2303

Hear from today's brightest minds in keynotes, roadmap
sessions, Trends & Directions talks and speaker chats.

Jim Whitehurst
IBM
Open for business: Jim Whitehurst
on the transformative power of
open
Red Hat OpenShift is more than
just a solution to a technology
problem. It represents a
fundamentally different approach
to business: an open approach.
This powerful catalyst can drive
change across an organization,
reshape entire industries, and
bring together clients, customers
and competitors. This session will
explore the power of open to
foster ecosystems of innovation
and drive progress for business
and society.
Session 2324

Howard Boville, Hillery Hunter, PhD &
Jason McGee
IBM
Create more value from your most critical apps
and data – anywhere
Digitization and Cloud have accelerated across
all industries, adding pressure to upskill and
transform business everywhere to maintain
advantage. All organizations, even the most
regulated, need a fresh strategy to build and
modernize for their most secure workloads while
keeping complete control of their data.

Session 2307

